The Academy’s campus has been comprised of
several buildings since its founding in 1801, but The
Academy Building has endured the longest. Ever
since Henry Chandler Bowen had the vision for and
funded The Academy Building in 1873, students and
faculty have revered its stature and influence. In
almost 150 years of existence, nearly every student
who has attended The Academy has taken a class
within its walls.
For those who have spent time at The Academy, the
building is like a character within the story of their
WA experience. A character with both charm and
quirks of history and tradition. Every student has a
unique connection to the building: memories of
dragging desks across the creaky wood floors for a
Socratic seminar or Model UN simulation, an “aha”
moment in calculus or Latin class on the third floor,
rehearsing lines for a play on the small stage in the
central auditorium, waiting for the bus in front of the
building, or sitting in a classroom where they first
formed a connection with a friend from another town
or another country.
But along with the charm of the building comes the
practical need for functional updates. The advent of
the building’s 150th anniversary is the catalyst for a
multi-year project to restore, upgrade, and repair The
Academy Building to both preserve its historic nature
and revitalize the building for generations to come.
Increased accessibility on the first level, more
efficient heating, renovated bathrooms, stabilizing
the time-worn clock tower, new roofing according to
the original design, and window restoration are
among the planned renovations. Beyond practical
and functional upgrades, is the need to revamp
classroom spaces to suit today’s educational needs.

To marry the old and the tradition with the innovative
classroom practices and updated classroom spaces, I
think that's a really powerful thing that we can provide
for the next generation of Academy students.
Dr. Michael Harten, dean of academics

WATCH
The total cost of this renovation is $5,000,000,
and The Academy is exploring all funding options
to efficiently complete this project. Included is an
approval for a Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit of
up to $1.58 million. The Academy Building is
eligible for this funding since it is on the National
Register of Historic Places.
Today, as Bowen did in the 1870s, we are
looking to the WA community to help us
transform this beloved building to meet our
needs for the future. The InSpire150 capital
campaign has the goal to complete renovations
in 2023, just in time for the 150th anniversary
of the building’s 1873 construction.
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Watch the InSpire150 video to hear
the impact of The Academy Building
on generations of students and see the
planned improvements.
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GIVE

You can give directly to the InSpire150
Campaign at
woodstockacademy.org/inspire150
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LEARN MORE

To explore more giving options towards
the InSpire150 Campaign or to learn more,
contact Jonathan Sturdevant, associate
head of school for advancement.

PHASE 1
Clocktower Restoration
Time frame: 2021
• new structural bracing
• new roofing
• new painting
• restoration of the clock faces
• restoration of the weathervane
• new clock controllers and bell interface
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jsturdevant@woodstockacademy.org
(860) 928-6575 ext. 1211

INSPIRE150 CAMPAIGN
$5,000,000 Total Project Cost

$1.58M
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$3.42M

PHASE 2
Building Restoration & Refinishing
Timeframe: 2022-2023
• new metal batten seam roofing matching the
original roof from 1873
• combination of new and restored windows
• handicap accessibility on the first level
• restroom upgrades
• restoration of the central auditorium (A200)
• new electrical and heating systems throughout
• new fire protection systems throughout
• new AV systems throughout
• stabilization of the existing wood framing at
the base of the building
• interior painting

Fundraising/Private Funding Needed: $3.42 Million
Tax Credits Received: $1.58 Million
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1 ARCHITECT’S RENDERING OF AN UPDATED CLASSROOM
2 CURRENT ACADEMY BUILDING CLASSROOM
3 ARCHITECT’S RENDERING OF A200, CENTRAL AUDITORIUM
4 CURRENT CLASSROOM USED FOR MODEL UN MAXED TO
FULL CAPACITY
5 WINDOW DAMAGE
6 CEILING DAMAGE
7 CLOCK TOWER DAMAGE

